
Match 4 Recap at MI on 3/20  

The Wolverines played at rival Mercer Island on Saturday the 20th, marking the 
midpoint to the season’s conference matches. The Varsity team won all three sets, 
holding onto their undefeated status. JV and C both lost to strong teams. 


Set One kicked off with an Ace from Captain Mia Vong. As both teams were learning 
each other’s strengths and weaknesses the points bounced back and forth until they 
were tied 8-8. Then Captain Brooke Huard served 4 aces in a row and turned the tide 
for Bellevue. Senior Janelle Grant was creating some great passes to both setters, 
Junior Izzy Koo and Mia Vong, who in turn set the balls up to Brooke Huard, Captain 
Kaitlyn Watson, and Janelle Grant for several kills. MI began to catch up with their tall 
front row blocks and Bellevue errors. Sophomore Maile Lani Sugamura served 2 aces 
and followed them up with her celebratory kick. Devon Condie and Janelle Grant 
finished the set with Bellevue’s last three kills ending at 25-22.


Set two started when MI served right to Brooke Huard who passed the ball up to Mia 
Vong who set it perfectly at the net for Kaitlyn Watson who slammed the ball down for 
a kill. It happened so fast that the Islander’s didn’t know what hit them, and they 
struggled to keep up. Brooke Huard followed with more kills, as did Kaitlyn Watson and 
Janelle Grant. The Wolverines were on a roll. Maile Lani Sugamura and Janelle Grant 
had several digs. Sophomore Nyah Taylor was set for 4 kills by Mia Vong and Janelle 
Grant. Islanders made a 4 point run that was terminated by Wolverine Jada Cho’s kill. 
The final two points were scored by Devon Condie’s kill and Brooke Huard’s ace. The 
score was 25-15.


Before set three began the crowd grew with MI supporters and it helped to motivate 
the Islander’s game. But Set 3 started exactly as set 2, Brooke Huard to Mia Vong to 
Kaitlyn Watson for the first point, followed by a kill from Janelle Grant. MI jumped 
ahead by 2 points. Nyah Taylor had blocked a roll shot that ended in a point for 
Bellevue. Kaitlyn Watson followed with another blocked kill. Then Maile Lani Sugamura 
stepped up for passes to Mia Vong who connected with Brooke Huard for 2 points. 
Kaitlyn Watson and Izzy Koo served more aces. Brooke Huard moved to the back row 
passing up to Izzy Koo who set to both Brooke Huard and Devon Condie for two more 
kills. Jada Cho blocked at the net for a point. Then Mercer Island took advantage of our 
errors and brought their score up to 13-13 and added two more for 13-15. The points 
were bouncing back and forth with an ace from Janelle Grant and more kills for Kaitlyn 
Watson and Brooke Huard, bringing the score 18-18. Mercer Island began to falter with 
self errors while the Wolverines gained on them with an ace by Brooke Huard. Then 
Maile Sugamura sent the ball up to Izzy Koo and Mia Vong, who set to Kaitlyn Watson 
and Janelle Grant for the last 2 kills. The match came to an end the same way it began, 
Mia Vong serving an ace. Bellevue won 25-20.  





